
 

 

12-24-23 -- regarding the inflation conversation…the Autocratic argument is always that 

regular people are to blame…they like to claim that people having Social Security, Medicare, 

and Medi-cal, are the ones who cause inflation…that is a lie used to cause fear in 

elections….Even the Wall Street Journal told the truth…after a while, when there’s a world 

full of lies, the truth tastes good…Corporations drive up prices as they wish. Even Adam 

Smith knew they did that. It was the same exploitation as with Charles Darwin, who found 

that communities naturally learned to work together for sustainability, not “survival of the 

fittest” like the business world claimed…Man is absolute power corrupts absolutely, and the 

business world exploited Adam Smith’s and Charles Darwin’s ideas as Animals 

might…nothing is new under the sun. Same with Medical prescriptions. Corporations charge 

what they want…the rest is history and it repeats…let’s be honest about that, for the 

future… 

https://www.wsj.com/economy/global/inflation-profits-consumer-prices-8b95374a 

So…as is said: “You can’t kid a kidder”….Senior poverty is way too common, and the service 

based economy creates the economy. It’s a 70% service based economy in the U.S., and 

people aren’t paid enough to drive up inflation…its just numbers ---The Service based 

economy is what makes it all work, so shouldn’t there be support for people making their 

wages? They pay taxes…What about inflation today 12-24-23? The Bureau of Economic 

Analysis released data showing inflation continuing to decrease--- In November, the Personal 

Consumption Expenditures (PCE) price index was 2.6% over the previous November, down from 

2.9% in October. Gas prices are also down. Regarding the economy under “Yes We Can” Team: 

real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by an astonishing annual rate of 4.9% in the third 

quarter of 2023; under (“chump”) it was 2.5%. --- The 46th President said: “[a] year ago, most 

forecasters predicted it would require a spike in joblessness and a slowdown to get inflation 

down. I never believed that. I never gave up on the hard work, grit, and resilience of millions of 

Americans.” In addition to the falling inflation rate, he noted that “the unemployment rate has 

stayed below 4 percent for 22 months in a row, and wages, wealth, and the share of working-age 

Americans with jobs are higher now than they were before the pandemic began.” --- That’s 

called – “Build” --- The Autocratic fix to inflation is “Destroy” the employment rate, that’s why it 

always ruins the economy…always…The markets just don’t correct themselves…Anyway…that’s 

a few things on it…Our Team makes good sense of all this stuff…HipHopOneLove…peace 

 


